SOME EXPERIMENTAL THOUGHTS OF A PLAGUE VIRUS
WHO IS SEARCHING FOR ENLIGHTENMENT
I feel quite fine that all my family and friends and fellow kind are growing well –
and economically thriving.
Though I am sad to hear that there are so many of you out there
who have great difficulty surviving.
Each day I struggle to improve my mental health. I also give some of my wealth
away so I can say that my continuing existence is …
a really worthwhile goal.
I genuinely try to see that how we are and what we, as a species, do is beneficial
for the whole - what’s that you say? No! Certainly not devastating!
I feel that we all must expand our consciousness and spend
more time and energy in meditating;
For our soul’s journey must not be neglected.
Oh! And by the way ! - I heard it rumoured that
Our expanding progress through this organism
has just recently been detected.
I do not know if we are really doing it any harm.
Maybe. it was meant to be - for who can tell?
And, yes, I am fully aware that if this host planet dies,
that we are doomed to die as well.
Our Destiny, I feel, lies in the myth of “Co-operation with All Beings.”
I certainly don’t not like this constant battle, all this strife,
For I am sure that my “Path is Ever Onward to the Light.”
And I must really “Learn to Love all Other Forms of Life.”
I am sorry about the pollution, all the shite and smoke and noise
that comes from so many of us living here.
I quite agree that we must work quite hard to get it clear.
Yes. It is our “Destiny to try to Clarify Unfinished Karma.”
I also follow “Righteous Practice; that’s called Dharma”
And we do acknowledge other forms of life besides ourselves.
But – perhaps some of them just had to go - we need more space for growth.
We must all work harder. We can’t go slow. We make all these things
for the Glory of Creation. Our life is like a Celebration of Spirit.
Why focus on all the negative devastation? It’s not really our fault.
The truth of what I say, is in the fact there are so many of us here
as you can plainly see. What ? There are so few of all the others left.
Yea ! The majority holds sway. And quite rightly so! Democracy is Holy too! For
Our Armies Exist to Prevent any Oppression.
Like vicious white corpuscles, enemies must be stopped from attacking us.
“We cannot allow any Suppression of our Natural Heritage.”
We have to fight and stay on top. So we must ‘Win the Day’.
“We must Stay Free. It’s a Repression of our Intrinsic Liberty.”
And they cannot really touch our Spirit. We don’t quite like to say that “We
are the Chosen Ones.”
For it must be so, though we do not fully know it.
We have been often told – and shown – that we have a Destiny to play.
I know the more misguided of us sometimes kill our own.
We’re not all perfect. Some of us even torture those who disagree.
Some are forced to flee their homes and countries. I know it’s wrong.

But personally I do what I can to set them free.
By the way – I also subscribe to Amnesty.
Meanwhile I hear you say that we should take a second place to all the rest?
Please, what does that mean? That other species overtake us
Are we not the best; the proper rulers of this place?
You say, “The forests burn and we pollute the seas” but we give peace prizes to
our best and worthiest citizens who show us how to be more noble on this
earth. And if we work harder, things will get better.
For the moment we can’t do more.
We must just ignore the final death you claim for many other forms of life.
What’s that you say, “A Planetary Disease called ........ Man ?”
What do you mean? How rude! I am really doing all I can.
I’m not a plague, or a virus virulent, or something bad. I might be slightly vague
as to who I am & what I’m doing here & what I can contribute to the whole.
That’s sad. But I meditate. I try to benefit my soul and save the planet too.
And I keep my thoughts as pure & loving as I can.
I also really want to help. I know there only are a few
of these poor little creatures left. We must preserve the rest.
Let’s put them in the zoo. At least the ones we like the most.
I am sorry that you feel - because of us - parts of the host planet
Are quickly dying. I said that we were trying - and much harder now too.
We have just had a conference that gives a radically new perspective
About all these things. It was well attended too. It gave us all another view.
It’s true; we couldn’t all agree on what to do. But ... “There”, you say. We
are trying hard - but some of those things out there - don’t you just see?
They do our children actual harm. However we must defend ourselves, our
race.
Our Natural Rights and Dignities. I know we should be charming
in the face of all adversities. But I too love this place!
I struggle hard for enlightenment. Our species has rare sensibilities not found in other forms of life. We’re intelligent. Look, feel my tears!
Your logical and persuasive arguments would keep us in the caves
And not fulfil our needs if you allowed your fears to grow. I’m sure you’ll come to
see the truth of that – in the end.
When we clear the forest lands & kill the trees, we make it more productive;
Much more so. It grows more crops and feeds the hungry, dying.
Our survival would be threatened else. The fields must all be tilled
or else we starve one day and precious lives be shortened.
Destinies Would Not Be Fulfilled. I’m sure you will agree.
Altruistic is not what we’ve been taught or trained to be
And anyway, - what’s that you say ? We should take second place.
You advocate our genocide en masse. You see us as a plague; a virus,
running unrestrained. How crass and stupid can you be ?
What substantiation do you have for such a point of view.
I know full well that that’s not true. Can’t you just see
We’re actually the Salvation of the Host. We are the Most
Advanced of All Life Forms. We have to be It’s final transformation. In us, The Glorious Destiny !
I’m sorry that you don’t agree.
Enlightened Beings of our Race have Shown that our True Place

In the Scheme of Things to Come is Manifestly Right.
Is that not so ? You really want us all to disappear and go ?
But what about Enlightenment ? That’s IT, you say !
We ARE enlightened when we see the world might actually be
A better place without our race.
Well I don’t know !

